This study is to analyze the nature and forms of narrative text described in geography textbooks in Korea, the British and Japan. The findings are as follows. Firstly, in terms of content system of the unit, narrative texts are used more in the introduction, inquiry activities and reading resources than the body. They need to be organically connected with the body described as expository texts because it is impossible to consist all of the body of them. Secondly, in terms of school age, they are used more in geography texts in the middle school than in geography texts in the high school because both low school
age's students and low thinking level's students can better understand through narrative texts than expository texts. Thirdly, they are divided the narratives represented by others into the narratives represented by the author of textbook. The literatures as representative narrative text are only used in geography textbooks in Korea and newspaper articles and cartoons of narrative type are used a few. The newspaper articles and cartoons of narrative type as well as the excellent literatures focused on the place and event can play an important part as complementary means of expository text. And in case of the texts represented by the author of textbook, most of them are narrated by the created characters but the 'Geog.' series of geography textbooks in the British use a lot of autobiographical narrative texts by real characters. The autobiographical narrative texts by real characters are more effective than narrative texts by created characters in terms of readers' geographical understanding and empathy. The textbooks as a product of didactic transposition ought to be what the learners feel like to read and can easily read. Such friendly text can be realized through mode of narrative. And such friendly narrative texts help learners imagine geographically and empathize as well as recall and understand geographical knowledge.
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